CONGRATULATIONS to the following GRAD STUDENTS on AWARDS HELD, 2017-18*

**SSHRC (Doctoral)**
Basso, Andrew (Doctoral Fellowship)
Dean, Ryan (Joseph-Armand Bombardier CGS)
Pando-Burciaga, Elizabeth (Doctoral Fellowship)

**SSHRC CGS Master’s**
Boutilier, Chelsea
Cloutier, Meagan
Kunimoto, Erica
Weber, Jessica

**Michael A. Jensen Graduate Scholarship**
Matchulis, Bethany

**Pepsi Bottling Group Graduate Scholarship**
Skinner, Sara

**Petroleum History Society Graduate Scholarship**
Weber, Jessica

**Queen Elizabeth II Graduate Scholarship (Doctoral)**
Vernet, Ricardo

**Queen Elizabeth II Graduate Scholarship (Master’s)**
Crosschild, Ryan
Gil Gonzalez, Camilo
Goodwin, Brett
Kapoor, Taruneek
Klain, Andrew
Kleingertner, Chris
Krill, Sydney
Matchulis, Bethany
Molineaux, Connor
Santos, John
Thiessen, Dylan

**Travel Awards**
Klain, Andrew (Profiling Alberta Grad Students)
Sidorova, Jen (FGS International)
Sidorova, Jen (IASSA conference/travel)

*As of October 4, 2017. Only includes awards FGS or Political Science were notified about. Please contact us if your award is missing.*